SKIMMING DEVICES/PIN CAPTURING
A Skimming Device is used to illegally capture a consumer's credit
and debit card account information. “Skimming" is one of the newest
ways thieves have found to steal your information from credit and
debit cards. For as little as one hundred dollars, criminals can
purchase card readers to be used as a handheld device or installed
into ATM machines to swipe your card -and information, without your
knowledge. Rogue employees in restaurants, stores and gas stations
can simply slide your card through the handheld device and the
information on your card is easily copied. The card is then returned
to you, and the stolen information is often sold to identity theft rings
who sell the information to various thieves seeking bits of information
while visiting underground chat rooms on the web. Skimming
Devices seem to be the favorite tool of organized crime rings set out
to steal your debit and credit card information. The skimming devices
on ATMs are tough to spot. They're nearly exact duplicates of actual
card readers- installed right on top of the real one. The devices are
attached in a matter of seconds with the help of double-stick tape.
Pass your card through, and you're essentially swiping it twice. Then,
a hidden camera records your pin code as you punch in the
numbers. Thieves are placing them on point of sale debit machines at
gas stations and on free standing ATMs. ATM Skimming is a worldwide problem.

PIN Capturing refers to a method of strategically

attaching cameras and various other imaging devices to ATMs to
fraudulently capture PIN numbers. Once captured, the electronic
data is encoded onto fraudulent cards and the captured PIN numbers
are used to withdraw money from customer’s accounts.
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